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      The Dispeller of Disputes Nāgārjuna’s Vigrahavyāvartanı̄ Translation and Commentary by jan westerhoff 2010 12 THE DISPELLER OF DISPUTES at the same time obviously capable of fulfilling a variety of functions. More intriguingly, he describes several cases where causal interaction happens be- tween illusory entities, such as various phantoms conjured up by an illusionist. Nobody will want to hold that these phantoms exist substantially, yet they inter- act in a regular, causal manner. This section also contains the famous twenty-ninth verse in which Nāgārju- na claims that he does not have any thesis himself. This does not amount to the paradoxical claim of someone asserting that he is not asserting anything. What Nāgārjuna wants to say is that he does not hold any substantially existent thesis, that is, any thesis which is to be supplied with a realist semantics that spells out meaning and truth in terms of correspondence with a mind-independent real- ity. The Mādhyamika will have to interpret his statements in terms of a purely convention-based semantics in order to avoid reintroducing substantially exis- tent objects by the back door. 2. Epistemology [5–6, 30–51] This is by far the longest of all sections in the Vigrahavyāvartanı̄. Considering only the amount of text it occupies, one might think that it took Nāgārjuna twenty-one verses in order to reply to an objection described in two. This, how- ever, is not the case. The opponent is still worried about how empty things can be functionally efficient, and argues that the four instruments of epistemic access to the world traditionally accepted—perception, inference, testimony, and likeness—cannot provide any basis for our knowledge of the world if they, like everything else, are regarded as empty. Nāgārjuna does not spend the remainder of the section replying to this by repeating his claim for the equivalence of emptiness and functionality just made. Instead, he presents a comprehensive critique of the epistemology his Nyāya opponent defends. First, Nāgārjuna points out that if we try to justify our knowledge of the world by saying that we acquired it by accepted epistemic in- struments, we have just pushed the problem back one step, for we now have to justify the instruments. Two replies suggest themselves here: first, we could say that each epistemic instrument is established by another, distinct epistemic instrument, or that they do not need any establishement at all. In the first case we are faced with an infinite regress, since each instrument requires a new instrument to establish it. That we need infintely many epistemic instruments in this way is not the greatest problem here (one might want to hold that the epistemic instruments INTRODUCTION 13 establish each other in a circular fashion, so that only finitely many of them would be required), but rather the fact that we never reach any foundation for our epistemological theory, that is, something which tells us why what we regard to be epistemic instruments really are such instruments. The second reply, arguing that the epistemic instruments do not need to be established in turn, is not very attractive because the Naiyāyika wants to claim that all we know is known by some epistemic instrument. But knowing that the epistemic instruments really are the instruments they seem to be then would be something that we could not know by these very instruments. The opponent suggests an alternative that is supposed to get around these problems. In the same way in which fire illuminates both other things as well as itself, he argues, the epistemic instruments can establish both: the things to be known as well as themselves. Nāgārjuna uses the next six verses (34–39) in order to defuse the force of this example by arguing that fire does not in fact illuminate itself. Should the opponent still hold on to the thesis of the self-establishment of the epistemic instruments despite the unsatisfactory fire example, Nāgārjuna continues in verse 40, there is yet another problem in store. For how do we know that the self-establishment of the epistemic instruments really is an indication of epistemic veracity and not of something else? We can only do so by looking at the objects thus apprehended. But if we have to take the epistemic objects into account, the claim of self-establishment loses its basis. The next seven verses (42–48) take a closer look at the role of the objects in the establishment of the epistemic instruments. Establishing the epistemic instruments on the basis of the objects does not seem to be a very promising route. After all, the instruments are supposed to be what provides us with knowl- edge of the objects. The objects cannot really be taken to be independent of the epistemic instruments, either, since then there would be no point in having the instruments to establish the objects in the first place. Finally, if the epistemic instruments and objects are mutually dependent on each other, we do not reach a foundation for our epistemology. Nāgārjuna therefore concludes that the we have to give up the idea that epis- temic instruments and objects are epistemic instruments and objects intrinsi- cally, that is that there is a collection of objects “out there,” the existence of which is independent of our epistemic endeavors, and a set of epistemic detectors “in here” that exist independent of the objects they detect. It therefore becomes ev- ident that it is in no way a drawback that we have to regard the epistemic in- struments as empty, as the opponent suggested at the beginning of this section. Given the problems of the alternative picture he provides, this is in fact the preferable option. TEXT 29 speech, things would be endowed with substance because of this very negation of substancelessness. Because of being endowed with substance, they would not be empty. We declared the emptiness of things, not their non-emptiness. The example mentioned is a non-example. 27. The case is rather like an artificial person preventing someone’s wrong notion, when that one thinks “this is a woman” about an artificial woman. If some man had a wrong conception of an artificial woman empty of sub- stance, thinking “this is really a woman,” he might develop desire for her be- cause of that wrong notion. The Blessed One or one of his disciples could then create an artificial man, and by the power of the Blessed One or of his disciple the man’s wrong grasping would be prevented. In exactly the same way, the grasp- ing at substance, which is like the artificial woman, is prevented and negated by my empty speech, which is like the artificial man. So this is a suitable example for establishing emptiness, not the one just given. 28. It is rather that the example is of the same nature as what we want to establish, for there is no existence of sound. We do not speak without assenting to the conventional truth. The example “do not make a sound” is precisely of the same nature as what we want to establish. Why? Because things are uniformly without sub- stance. There is no substantial existence of that sound because it is dependently arisen. Because there is no substantial existence of it your statement “3. [. . .] for in this case there is the prevention of a future sound by an existing one” is refuted. Moreover, we do not speak without assenting to the conventional truth, re- jecting the conventional truth when we say “all things are empty.” For it is not without having had recourse to the conventional truth that the nature of things can be explained. As it was said: Not having had recourse to the conventional, the absolute is not taught. Without having approached the absolute, liberation is not reached. To this extent all things are empty like my speech, and insubstantiality is established in both ways. Concerning what you said earlier, “4. If you thought that the negation’s negation is also like this, that would indeed not be correct. Thus your thesis, not mine, is corrupted by the specific characteristic,” we reply: 29. If I had any thesis, that fault would apply to me. But I do not have any thesis, so there is indeed no fault for me. If I had any thesis, the earlier fault you mentioned would apply to me, be- cause the mark of my thesis has been affected. But I do not have any thesis. To that extent, while all things are empty, completely pacified, and by nature free 30 THE DISPELLER OF DISPUTES from substance, from where could a thesis come? From where could something affecting the character of my thesis come? In this context your statement “there is precisely that fault for you, because the mark of your thesis has been affected” is not tenable. Concerning what you said earlier, “5. If you deny objects after having ap- prehended them through perception that perception by which the objects are perceived does not exist” and “6. Inference, testimony, and likeness are refuted by perception, as well as the objects to be established by inference, testimony, and example,” we reply: 30. If I perceived anything by means of perception, I would affirm or deny. But because that does not exist, there is no criticism applicable to me. If I apprehended any object by the causes of knowledge, by perception, in- ference, likeness, or authority, or by any particular one of the four epistemic instruments, I would indeed affirm or deny. But because I do not propound any object I do not affirm or deny. In this context, your criticism is this: “If you deny any objects after having apprehended them by one of the epistemic instruments, such as perception and so forth, while these epistemic instruments do not exist, there are also no objects accessed by these epistemic instruments.” But this criticism does not apply to me. 31. If according to you objects of some kind are established by the epis- temic instruments, you have to indicate how according to you the epistemic instruments are established in turn. If you think that epistemic objects of some kind are established through the epistemic instruments, just as a measuring instrument establishes what is to be measured, then where does the establishment of the four epistemic instru- ments, perception, inference, likeness, and testimony, come from? Because if the epistemic instruments were established by something that was not an epis- temic instrument, the thesis that “the objects are established through the epis- temic instruments” is refuted. Moreover: 32a. If the epistemic instruments were established by other epistemic in- struments, there would be an infinite regress. If you thought that the epistemic objects are established by the epistemic instruments, and that the epistemic instruments are established by other epis- temic instruments, the absurd consequence of an infinite regress follows. What is the problem with the absurd consequence of an infinite regress? 32b. Neither the beginning, the middle, nor the end is established there. There is the absurd consequence of an infinite regress, the beginning is not established. Why? Because those epistemic instruments are established by other epistemic instruments, and so in turn for these other epistemic instruments. Because there is no beginning, where would middle and end come from? To TEXT 31 this extent your statement “the epistemic instruments are established by other epistemic instruments” is not adequate. 33. “These are established without the epistemic instruments”—your posi- tion is abandoned. There is an inequality to be explained, and you should state the special reason. Then if you think “these epistemic instruments are established without epistemic instruments, but the objects to be known are established by the epis- temic instruments,” your position “objects are established by epistemic instru- ments” is abandoned. There is an inequality to be explained, since some objects are established by epistemic instruments, and some are not. You should state the special reason why some objects are established by epistemic instruments and some are not. As this is not specified, your supposition is not adequate. At this point the opponent objects: “It is the very epistemic instruments which prove themselves as well as others. As it is said: As fire illuminates itself as well as others, so the epistemic instruments prove themselves and others. As fire illuminates both itself and others, the epistemic instruments illumi- nate both themselves and others.” To this we reply: 34. This is a mistaken suggestion. For fire does not illuminate itself, as not perceiving it is not similar to the sight of a pot in the dark. It is clearly a mistake to suggest that the epistemic instruments prove them- selves and prove others, because fire does not illuminate itself. For if at first the pot in the dark, which is not illuminated by fire, is not perceived, it is perceived at a later time, being illuminated by fire. If there was first an unilluminated fire in the dark, which would be illuminated at a later time, then fire would illumi- nate itself. However, it is not like this. So far this assumption is not adequate. Moreover: 35. If, according to your assertion, fire illuminates itself like others, is it not also the case that fire consumes itself? If, according to your assertion, as fire illuminates itself in the very same way as it illuminates other things, is it not also the case that it consumes itself in the very same way in which it consumes other things? However, it is not like this. In this context, the statement “fire illuminates itself in the same way in which it illuminates others” is not tenable. Moreover: 36. If, according to your assertion, fire illuminates both itself and others, darkness will conceal both itself and others, in the same way as fire. If you thought fire proves both itself and others, would it not now be the case that the opposite thing, darkness, would also conceal both itself and others? But 32 THE DISPELLER OF DISPUTES this is not observed. In this context your statement “fire illuminates both itself and others” is not tenable. Moreover: 37. There is no darkness in the blazing, nor in something else in which there is blazing. How does it do the illuminating, as illumination is the destruc- tion of the dark? Here there is no darkness in the fire and there is also no darkness where the fire is. Illumination is precisely the prevention of darkness. As far as darkness is not in the fire, and no darkness is where there is fire, which darkness does the fire prevent, and by the prevention of what does it illuminate both itself and others? At this point the opponent objects: “As far as there is no darkness in the fire in this way, and as there is no darkness where there is fire, why does fire not il- luminate both itself and others? For precisely the arising fire prevents darkness. As far as there is no darkness in the fire, and no darkness where there is fire, so far precisely the arising fire illuminates both itself and others.” To this we reply: 38. “Precisely the arising fire illuminates”—this position is wrong. For that very arising fire does not connect with darkness. The assertion that “precisely this arising fire illuminates itself and others” is not established. Why? For that very arising fire does not connect with darkness. Because of the lack of connection it does not destroy darkness, and because darkness is not prevented there is no illumination. Moreover: 39. But if an unconnected fire were to prevent darkness, the fire present here would prevent the darkness in all worlds. If you think “an unconnected fire also prevents darkness,” would it not be the case then that the fire present here right now will similarly prevent that unconnected darkness located in all worlds? But this is not what we observe. So far your asserting that “precisely the unconnected fire prevents darkness” is not tenable. Moreover: 40. If the epistemic instruments are self-established, the epistemic objects will be independent of the establishment of the epistemic instruments for you, for self-establishment is not dependent on anything else. If you think “the epistemic instruments are self-established like fire,” the establishment of the epistemic instruments will also be independent of the ob- jects to be known. Why? Because what is self-established does not depend on anything else. Moreover, what is dependent is not self-established. At this point the opponent objects, “If the epistemic instruments do not depend on the objects to be known, what is the problem?” To this we reply: 41. If for you the establishment of the epistemic instruments is indepen- dent of the objects to be known, then those will not be the epistemic instruments of anything. TEXT 33 If the establishment of the epistemic instruments is independent of the objects to be known, those epistemic instruments would not be the epistemic instruments of anything. This is the problem. Moreover, the epistemic in- struments are epistemic instruments of something, therefore in this case the epistemic instruments are precisely not independent of the objects to be known. 42. Moreover, if one thought “the establishment of those is dependent,” then what is the problem here? There would be the establishment of the estab- lished, because what is not established does not depend on another thing. Moreover, if one also thought “the establishment of the epistemic instru- ments is dependent on the epistemic objects,” in this case there is the estab- lishment of the established fourfold epistemic instruments. Why? Since there is no dependence for an unestablished object. An unestablished Devadatta does not depend on any object. The establishment of the already established is not sensible; there is no making of what one has already made. 43. If the epistemic instruments are established dependent on the epis- temic objects in every context, then the establishment of the epistemic objects is precisely not dependent on the epistemic instruments. If the epistemic instruments are established dependent on the epistemic objects, then in this case the epistemic objects are not established dependent on the epistemic instruments. Why? For the thing to be established does not establish the instrument for establishing. And the epistemic instruments are said to be the instruments for establishing the epistemic objects. More- over: 44. And if the establishment of the epistemic object is precisely indepen- dent of the epistemic instruments, what is achieved for you by establishing the epistemic instruments? Their purpose is already established. If you think “the establishment of the epistemic objects is precisely indepen- dent of the epistemic instruments,” what is achieved for you in this context by seeking the establishment of the epistemic instruments? Why? The epistemic objects, which are the purpose why one looks for the epistemic instruments, are established even without the epistemic instruments. What is to be achieved by the epistemic instruments in this case? 45. But then for you the establishment of the epistemic instruments is pre- cisely dependent on the epistemic objects. This being so, instruments and epis- temic objects are in fact reversed for you. Moreover, if you think “the epistemic instruments are precisely dependent on the objects to be known, so there should not be the problem mentioned ear- lier,” it follows that, instruments and epistemic objects being reversed for you, the epistemic instruments become epistemic objects because they are brought 34 THE DISPELLER OF DISPUTES about by the epistemic objects, and the epistemic objects become epistemic instruments because they bring about the epistemic instruments. 46. Furthermore, if for you the establishment of the epistemic objects is by the epistemic instruments and the establishment of the epistemic instruments by the epistemic objects, neither is established for you. Furthermore, if you think “the establishment of the epistemic objects is by the epistemic instruments because of the dependence on the epistemic instru- ments, and the establishment of the epistemic instruments is by the epistemic objects because of the dependence on the epistemic objects,” neither is estab- lished for you. Why? 47. Because if these epistemic objects are established by precisely these epistemic instruments, and if these are to be established by the epistemic ob- jects, how will they establish? Because if these epistemic objects are established by the epistemic instru- ments, and if the epistemic instruments are to be established by precisely these epistemic objects, should we not ask how the unestablished epistemic objects will establish something, as the epistemic objects are unestablished, since their cause is unestablished? 48. And if these epistemic instruments are established by precisely these epistemic objects, and if these are to be established by the epistemic instru- ments, how will they establish? And if these epistemic instruments are established by the epistemic objects, and if the epistemic objects are to be established by precisely these epistemic instruments, should we not ask how the unestablished epistemic instruments will establish something, as the epistemic instruments are unestablished, since their cause is unestablished? 49. If the son is to be produced by the father and if the father is to be pro- duced by this very son, you have to say which produces which in this context. If someone said “the son is to be produced by the father, and this father is to be produced by this very son,” in this context you have to say now “which is to be produced by which.” Just like this, you say “these very epistemic objects are to be established by the epistemic instruments, and, what is more, the epistemic instruments are to be established by those very objects.” In this case now, which ones are to be established by which ones for you? 50. In this context, you should say which is the father and which is the son. Since both have the characteristic of father and son, this case is not clear to us. Of the two just mentioned, father and son, which one is the father and which one is the son? Both have the characteristic of the father because they bring about something, and both have the characteristic of the son since they are brought about by something. In this case it is unclear to us which of the two TEXT 35 is the father and which is the son. It is the very same with your instruments and epistemic objects: which of them are epistemic instruments and which are epistemic objects? For both are epistemic instruments because they establish something, and both are epistemic objects because they are to be established by something. In this case it is unclear to us which of these are epistemic instru- ments and which are epistemic objects. 51. The epistemic instruments are not self-established, nor are are they mu- tually established or established by other epistemic instruments, nor are they established by the epistemic objects or established without reason. Perception is not self-established by that very perception, or inference by that very inference, or likeness by that very likeness, or testimony by that very testimony. Perception is not established by something else, by inference, likeness, or testimony; inference by perception, likeness, or testimony; likeness by percep- tion, inference, or testimony; testimony by perception, inference, or likeness. It is also not the case that each one—perception, inference, likeness, or testimony—is established by another perception, inference, likeness, or testi- mony. They are also not established by the epistemic objects either collectively or individually, included in their own field or in another. The epistemic instru- ments are also not established without a reason. They are also not established by the collection of causes mentioned earlier, 20 or 30 or 40 or 26. Your earlier statement, “because the things to be known are to be under- stood by the epistemic instruments, these things to be known exist as well as those epistemic instruments by which the things to be known are accessed” is not tenable. Concerning what you said earlier, “7. People of who know the state of things think that auspicious phenomena have an auspicious substance. This distinction also holds for the other things,” we reply: 52. If people who know the state of things speak of the auspicious things, the auspicious substance should be expressed in terms of a detailed division. Those who know the state of things think that there is an auspicious sub- stance of auspicious things, and this would have to be specified by you in terms of a detailed division: “This is the auspicious substance, these are the auspicious things, this is the consciousness of that auspicious thing, this is the substance of the consciousness of that auspicious thing.” This would have to be done for all cases, but such a specification is not apparent. To this extent, your statement “the substance of things has been specified individually” is not tenable. Moreover: 53. And if the auspicious substance is produced based on conditions, how is this extrinsic nature of the auspicious things in fact a substance? 
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